Assembling instruction

TWISTER

Open the box, remove the legs and proceed with the assembling as follows:
1 Place the tables upside down, form 2 couples of legs matching them as shown in the picture, keeping in mind
that the rectangular hole on every leg must be placed inside ward.
2 Insert the 2 crossbars (see reverse C) in the holes of the legs than take the threaded rod (D) remove the small
cap from one side, insert it in the hole of the leg and screw the small cap back in position tightening it well.
3 After both couples of legs are in position fix them to the table with their bolts.

NB: Insert the handles on rods only after that rods and bearing are fixed in position.
Solid Rods
Are secured by two sets of nylon bearings, comprising of two outer female halves, and two inner male halves. Fit
the outer female halves from the outside of the table to the inner male halves using the 19 mm cross-head screws
provided.
Telescopic Rods
Are secured by two sets of nylon bearings, the handles bearings are the same as the solid rods. The opposite end is
secured by a single outer (female) part and a single inner (male) part that is attached to the inner rod end. The small
rubber ring goes inside the closed bearing.
Note: When the telescopic rods are fitted correctly the outer must slide freely over the inner. If tightness is
experienced, take inner rod out. Some few strokes with a piece of rolled glass paper trough the nylon bearing which
is fitted in the end of outer rod will normally remedy the problem.
Fit the two score counters to the top of the table noting that their colour corresponds to the goalkeeper.

Mounting the legs

